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Big Time Gaming presents: Millionaire Mystery Box
Are you ready to claim your place among the millionaires? Welcome to Millionaire Mystery Box, where each 
spin promises heart-pounding excitement! 

Experience x2 Wilds, igniting reels with explosive wins and doubling your rewards. Uncover hidden treasures 
as the Mystery Box™ unveils secret symbols, transforming your game with each reveal. Align 2 or 3 boxes to 
unlock matching symbols that are bound to boost your wins. 

Feeling bold? Dive into the Gamble Feature after every win for an exhilarating double-or-nothing! Unlock 
a Free Spins frenzy with 3, 4, or 5 Millionaire Scatters, claiming 7, 12, or a jaw-dropping 20 free spins. 
Prepare for the Multiplier Ladder, where each Scatter during Free Spins drives your ascent for extra spins and 
monumental multipliers. Ready for instant thrills? Bonus Buy offers 7 Free Spins at 45 times your stake, fast-
tracking your journey to millionaire status. 

Get ready to spin, win, and carve your place among the elite in Millionaire Mystery Box!

• Mystery Boxes that reveal symbols.
• Double or Nothing Gamble option.
• Free Spins with Multiplier Ladder.
• Bonus Buy to purchase Free Spins.

HIGHLIGHTS

GENERAL INFORMATION

Volatility Very High

Max Stake

Features

€/£/$ 40

5 (x2 Wild, Mystery BoxTM, Gamble Feature, Free Spins, Bonus Buy)

RTP

Min Stake

Win Ways

86.06% - 86.09%, 94.06% - 94.09%, 96.64% - 96.69%

€/£/$ 0.10

243

Reels x Rows

Max Win

5 x 3

14,542x
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GAME FEATURES

DESKTOP + MOBILE

Watch x2 Wilds emerging on reels 2, 3, and 4, ready to substitute for all symbols 
except the Scatter, while doubling your winnings in the process.

x2 Wilds

Explore uncharted territories with the Mystery Box™! These enigmatic symbols 
emerge on reels 2, 3, and 4, revealing concealed treasures. When 2 or 3 
boxes converge, they merge into a singular symbol, unraveling mysteries and 
amplifying your victories.

Mystery BoxTM

Each victory triggers the Gamble Button, tempting you to embark on a bold 
gamble of Double or Nothing! Press the button to seize the opportunity to 
double your earnings, and for those with a daring spirit, continue the adrenaline 
rush with up to 5 consecutive gambles per win!

Gamble Feature

Achieve the feat of landing 3, 4, or 5 Millionaire Scatters to unleash the realm of 
Free Spins, offering 7, 12, or an astounding 20 spins ripe for the taking. Brace 
yourself for the exhilarating Multiplier Ladder, featuring 12 escalating tiers 
of rewards, poised to catapult your winnings to unfathomable levels. Trigger 
the ladder with Scatters and ascend step by step, with each Scatter acquired 
during Free Spins propelling your ascent while accumulating extra Free Spins 
and monumental multipliers.

Free Spins

Immerse yourself in the heart of the action with Bonus Buy. Just tap the Bonus 
Buy icon to instantly claim 7 free spins at 45 times the stake.

Bonus Buy

OSS Game Type

millionairemysterybox

millionairemysterybox

millionairemysterybox

OSS ID

millionaiboxv186

millionairyboxv1

millionaiboxv194

RTP

86.06% - 86.09%

96.64% - 96.69%

94.06% - 94.09%

About Big Time Gaming
BTG must be used in all text marketing and communication materials alongside Millionaire Mystery Box, Mystery BoxTM and Bonus Buy. The game is responsive to 
any height and width setting; however, for best results; house the desktop version of the game in a 16:9 ratio window.

Comment

94% Option with Bonus Buy

86% Option with Bonus Buy

96% Option with Bonus Buy

GAME IDs and RTPs

Download the full promo pack: HERE

 https://clientarea.evolution.com/big-time-gaming/games/millionaire-mystery-box/

